AMR Capital
Introduction
Over 116 million people in the United States live in food deserts. These individuals live over a mile from
a grocery store and most not have access to a vehicle. Consider California: this state supplies the United
States with over half its produce, but 1 million of its citizens lack access to fresh fruits and vegetables.1
Meanwhile, consumers and policy makers have become more conscious of the importance of fresh and
local foods. Local produce provides superior nutrition because it avoids the biological deterioration that
occurs during the extended period between harvest and consumption, typical of globally-sourced food.
Large farms that supply the global chain are also less likely to practice crop rotation that guarantees the
highest nutritional value. By nature of the distances traveled, globally-sourced produce has a larger
environmental footprint than locally-grown food.2 Regional food hubs address these problems by
purchasing from local farms, increasing the availability of fresh and affordable produce to citizens, and
decreasing the environmental footprint of the food chain.
AMR Capital has developed an innovative investment vehicle to launch food hubs across the United
States. These hubs in aggregate will provide 150 million servings of premium produce per year and
return a 7% IRR to impact investors. The AMR Capital team has a combined 20 years of professional
experience in operations, finance, strategy, and consulting. In addition we have raised $200 million in
contingent tax credits from one State government. We have visited food hubs and distribution centers in
Florida, Utah, and California, and conducted 140 interviews with industry experts, including consumers
in food deserts, farmers, and financiers. AMR Capital is in discussions with two impact investors that
have dedicated funds for improving healthy food retail.
Food Hubs
A food hub is a newly imagined aggregation point in the value chain between farmers and end
consumers. It works with local farmers and consumers to build a reliable local marketplace for fresh
produce, reducing reliance on the dominant global sourcing model. The food hub concept is still nascent
and evolving. In the past few years, organizations being labeled as food hubs have been established in
several US cities, however, many of these organizations are merely farmers’ markets or purchasing
cooperatives, and few are able to access sustainable funding. Banks are unwilling to loan to food hubs
on account of lack of collateralizable assets, minimal management experience, high startup costs, long
duration to profitability, and the fact that the size of the solicited investment is too small for the bank’s
scope.3 There is not currently a widely deployed model of food hub. AMR Capital will bring an
innovative, low-cost food hub model to the 30 largest metropolitan areas in the United States.

Food Fleets
Like an ice cream truck, fresh produce trucks will drive pre-determined routes to deliver produce to
underserved communities. Each truck will sell directly to consumers on the street in underserved
communities. Corner stores, schools, gyms, and other community centers are another source of
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revenue which will receive a dependable distribution channel for premium fruits and vegetables. In
some cities, unaffiliated independent truck drivers are already engaged in mobile produce sales.
However, AMR Capital-sponsored Food Fleets will have the advantages of an aggregate purchasing
effort, a distinct and trusted brand, and a network of optimized driving routes. Mobile distribution
rather than a brick and mortar store allows dynamic and literal market penetration for a fraction of a
typical retailer’s overhead costs. Average funding requirements for a Food Fleet is $400,000. These
funds will be used to purchase trucks (average of 5 trucks/fleet), hire employees (10/fleet), service
trucks and sustain the operations during the growth phase. Food Fleet loans will be structured as a 10year loan at 8% interest. Food Fleets will be cash flow positive in the fifth year.

Investment Strategy
AMR will use an innovative approach to fundraise $15 million from limited partners which reduces the
investment risks to match the risk profile of a municipal bond. AMR Capital will solicit federal, state and
city governments for contingent tax credits. Contingent tax credits will be used as loan guarantees to
backstop a limited partner’s investment. Tax credits have been successful instruments to fund a variety
of other impact investment missions including economic development, real estate, education, energy
and health care initiatives.4
Traditional tax credits are immediately applied to the soliciting general partners’ own tax obligation or
sold to other corporations. Contingent tax credits will be held in the possession of AMR Capital except in
the event of a shortfall in interest payment or default, in which case the credits are issued as
supplemental payment to limited partners. Hence, they are contingent upon the Fund not meeting its
debt obligations with its investors.
AMR Fund I will solicit investments from institutional investors who seek an attractive double bottom
line. Fund I offers a 5% IRR hurdle on invested capital with 80% carry from the Fund I profits. Limited
partners will be charged a management fee of 3% of committed capital. This structure provides an
overall return of 7% to limited partners on a fully collateralized investment-grade security. A 10 year
municipal bond, in a state with the worst credit rating of A5, would offer a taxable equivalent yield of
3.29%6 on a comparable product, representing a 3.71% increase in return for similar risk. Every state in
the nation has investment-grade credit, so any shortcoming on investment proceeds is secured at the
same extent as a State issued bond. Tax credits do not expire and are transferable. Government bodies
prefer to allocate these contingent tax credits over traditional tax credits due to the high probability that
tax revenue will not be impacted. The government receives immediate social benefits and economic
stimulus for a low expected cost.
AMR Fund I will fund 30 Food Fleets over 10 years. The Fund will make loans to Food Fleets and requires
amortizing debt payments of 8% annually and 20% of the dividends from each fleet.
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Appendix 1 – Financial Projections

Note: IRR of 7% on $15,000,000 LP commitment

Note: IRR of 24% on $150,000 GP commitment
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